Design Facilitation As Emerging Practice: Analyzing How Designers Support Multi-stakeholder Co-creation
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Abstract
Designers increasingly find themselves facilitating large-scale design events. Yet few have explored design facilitation as an emerging practice. This article examines the design facilitation practices used in two Norwegian case studies of multi-stakeholder events. We focus on the contextually designed tools designers create to help them facilitate. We then explore some critical dimensions of design facilitation. When used as visual overlays, facilitators’ explicit knowledge of these dimensions can improve their capacity to analyze, evaluate, and plan how to design and use contextual tools during design events. By plotting how designers use facilitation tools sequentially during events, we render the flow of design facilitation practice visible and accessible. We suggest that an explicit awareness of these dimensions and flows can enable designers to build more inclusive and inspiring tools, orchestrate the flow of long-term participatory processes more deliberately, and better equip participants to work with complex systemic change.
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Highlights

- A new perspective on design facilitation practice associated with real and complex cases of multi-stakeholder participatory processes.
- Contextually designed tools for facilitation play an important role in design facilitation practices.
- There are three core and three designerly dimensions of contextually designed tools for facilitation.
- We propose an analytical model to evaluate the designerly dimensions of design facilitation practice.
- The analytical model makes the flows of design facilitation explicit, which can better support the deliberate orchestration of multi-stakeholder events.
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Introduction
As the field of design moves into the higher order, complex domains of organizational and social transformation, designers are increasingly obtaining input from a wide variety of stakeholders.1 When designers and diverse stakeholders take on large-scale processes of change together, design facilitation plays an important role.2 Facilitation is especially vital to the emerging fields of systems and service design, as the practice enables teams to “dive into the ecologies of services, into the world of needs and experiences of users and providers...[and] visualize, formulate, and choreograph solutions to problems that do not necessarily exist.”3 Service design must be coupled with design approaches4 if designers are to cope with the intricacies of service ecologies. Facilitation has been studied in soft systems thinking5 and operations research,6 but when it comes to systemic service design, few understand the importance of design facilitation. According to Lauren Tan, design facilitation is one of the seven emerging roles for designers working for the social good.7 However, as Tan also points out, “in the field of design, the role of the designer as facilitator is commonly acknowledged; but the limitations of the design literature are that they do not elaborate on this role, nor explore its practices.”8 Some key questions arise when designers approach their role as facilitators: Where and how to start? How should we plan and execute stakeholder meetings? What kind of facilitation tools—props, activities, and content, for example—should we use? How can we sustain momentum over long-lasting design processes? What can we design, and what is emergent?

The last question merits closer scrutiny. Emergence, as a phenomenon, is present in most systems, be they biological, social, or technological. Simply put, emergence is higher-order novelty that results from interacting, lower-order parts.9 Consider the synchronized flocking of birds: the interaction between the birds in motion creates emergent compositions, and no single bird orchestrates the flock’s movements independently. In social systems, “large social
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7 Tan, “Understanding the Different Roles.”
8 Ibid., 180.
networks display emergent qualities that cannot be designed or planned in the absence of large numbers of active participants.”  

When a large number of people with varying responsibilities and concerns gather, the designer/facilitator becomes one more flocking bird. However, designers fly in complex patterns—they act as both participants and facilitators. In the latter role, they must foster participant interactions that generate emergent material. Such emergence is “brought into existence by the way a whole [event] is bound together by substance and order through relationships and connections.” The focus of this study is design practice wherein the designer performs as a participant-facilitator. In this context, how can designers facilitate participatory, multi-stakeholder sessions in ways that foster co-creative emergence among fellow participants? In this article, we will explore the practice of design facilitation through two research-by-design case studies, and propose an analytical model to assess the facilitation tools designers develop across six dimensions.

**Methods**

**Research by Design**

Research by design is the foundation of our methodological approach. According to Birger Sevaldson, research by design is “a special research mode where the explorative, generative and innovative aspects of design are engaged and aligned in a systematic research inquiry.” An inquiry is reflexive—it takes a first-person viewpoint—and is usually supported by a blend of methods for systematic data collection, synthesis, and analysis that builds new and robust knowledge. We three co-authors all acted as co-designers, co-facilitators, and co-participants, and the research by design approach allowed us to “access the deeper layers of interpretation that would be inaccessible to distant observation.” The study presented here examines two research by design case studies, as it would be nearly impossible to investigate the phenomena associated with design facilitation in practice independent of a context. Also, case studies are appropriate when blending diverse methods during study of complex and contemporary phenomena. The two cases helped us to cover the contextual conditions of facilitation in practice, and enabled us to understand how design facilitators orchestrate participatory events more generally.

The first case illustrates design facilitation practices among participants of a Norwegian network of hospitals and academic, public, and private actors that make up the Centre for Connected Care (C3). C3 is a center for innovation founded by the Research Council of Norway. C3’s primary mission is to adapt and diffuse patient-centric innovations in the
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Norwegian healthcare system. In total, this study involved individuals from seventeen organizations who engaged in four events over a ten-month period.

The second case involves design facilitation practices among the participants of a design-driven migration activist movement supported by the Norwegian Parliament. The purpose was to explore potential changes to welfare programs and opportunities for asylum seekers to contribute meaningfully to Norwegian society. The activist network, called Guts to Change, joined participants from the public and private sectors together with asylum seekers. In total, this practice study included two hundred volunteers who took part in four events over six months.

We chose these two cases for the advanced systemic design practices they followed. Even though they are different, both involved designers facilitating large-scale events for multiple stakeholders. To understand the transferable aspects of design facilitation practice, we studied two case studies as opposed to focusing solely on one.

Table 1. Two cases of socially-complex design facilitation practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case 1: Centre for Connected Care (C3)</th>
<th>Case 2: Guts to Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal network for healthcare innovation</td>
<td>Informal network for social self-mobilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 institutions (public, private, and academic, bounded to healthcare service design and innovation)</td>
<td>200 individuals (mixed sectors, unbounded boundaries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 months</td>
<td>6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffuse; adopt patient-centric innovations</td>
<td>Reframe a “crisis” into an opportunity for welfare transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 participatory events (January–September 2016)</td>
<td>4 participatory events (November 2015–May 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case 1: Imagining the Patient of the Future: A Formal Network for Healthcare Innovation

Our study focuses on the design facilitation practices employed during four large-scale events organized by researchers, teachers, and master’s students from the Oslo School of Architecture and Design (AHO). The participants were mainly from Norway’s Centre for Connected Care (C3), but the group also included healthcare professionals and patient representatives. We invited the participants to exchange viewpoints, discuss trends, identify future drivers, review scenarios, experience future healthcare services, and evaluate how these shared future visions could affect the current work at C3. The four C3 events this study examines are 1) Future drivers, in January 2016; 2) Scenarios, in February 2016; 3) Experimentarium, in April 2016, and 4) Closure, in September 2016.

These four events took place to facilitate early-stage formation of the C3 network as a research and development center. No formal organizational structures were in place, nor partnerships and representatives yet settled when planning for the events began in the fall of 2015. Participants were unfamiliar with each other. We developed the events successively through iterative discussions with the leadership at the center, academic staff, and students. We used generic facilitation tools—rolls of paper, sticky notes, whiteboards, and the like—to plan events. We carefully designed each event to offer space for inspiration, social interaction, and exchange among the participants. We created a detailed facilitation plan for each event outlining the schedule and responsibilities of fellow facilitators. We also designed some
tailor-made tools to break the ice among the participants, create a shared identity, and support the overall goal of creating a shared vision for patient-centric future projects.

**Case 2: An Informal Network for Social Self-Mobilization Identifying Collective Opportunities**

The second case studied the design facilitation practices deployed across four large-scale events organized by design volunteers from a collective called Guts to Change. Participants at these events were mostly professionals addressing migration from the public, private, and academic sectors, together with asylum seekers and members of Parliament. We invited them to detect opportunity areas that they had identified after collaborating with multiple actors and then transform these opportunities into collective actions. The four Guts to Change events this study examines are 1) Design-driven volunteer events, November–December 2015; 2) Collective opportunities: The Parliament event, January 2016; 3) a Co-design event with asylum seekers, May 2016; and 4) Co-creation of possibilities: the Follow-up Parliament event, May 2016.

As this was an emergent, self-organizing network whose reputation was being spread mainly through word of mouth, we convened in impromptu meeting spaces such as an unoccupied Kindergarten during weekend hours. Under these conditions, we used readymade tools—big paper rolls, sticky notes, and marker pens—to facilitate the conversations and structure the output of the collective dialogue. When we were planning large-scale events, we integrated the contextual knowledge we had into the activities. We always knew who was participating, had details about the physical space, and—ideally—had visited the space before the event. We paid particular attention to the details—everything from the way we grouped the participants to the smooth transitions we orchestrated between event phases. For each of these considerations, contextual tools were developed by several individuals—the participatory design facilitators—to combine and coordinate multiple ideas and expectations.

**Tools as Units of Analysis**

When analyzing the design facilitation practices employed in both case studies, our focus was on what Kimbell describes as design-as-practice, which she grounds on a practice theory perspective. Design-as-practice relates what designers think, say, and do by looking holistically at their bodies, minds, routines, and embodied and situated patterns of behavior. According to Kimbell, artifacts play an essential role in the study of how designers work. As we were all involved in both case studies—we took turns as co-facilitators, co-designers, and co-participants—we were mainly preoccupied with what Kimbell calls designs-in-practice, and thus the organic enactment of design while designing.

To address the complexity that designing-in-practice entails, we limited the unit of analysis to the material practices of design, and, more specifically, to the tangible tools designers create and use dynamically while facilitating. We adopted a broad understanding of
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what a tool could be, based on Elizabeth Sanders, Eva Brandt, and Thomas Binder, who define tools as “material components used in PD [participatory design] activities.” By this definition, components are any kind of physical element—the physical space, props, visual language, narrative, and tone of voice, for example. At their core, tools for design facilitation are aesthetic experiences intentionally crafted by design facilitators that can be seen, smelled, touched, heard, or tasted by participants.

We collected, organized and analyzed the data we gathered using six key methods: documentation, participatory observation, qualitative interviews, photographic storyboarding, data visualization, and evaluation criteria. Figure 1 shows an example combining photographic storyboarding and data visualization.

- **Documentation**: sixty core photos and twenty-six contextual videos shot during the events
- **Participatory observation**: Each of the authors was either a co-designer, co-facilitator, or co-participant during the eight large-scale events studied. We coordinated and contacted the stakeholders for each event, which included more than one hundred and fifty individuals in each case study. We also co-designed the general intent of each event, including relevant activities, tools, and facilitation guidelines for fellow facilitators.
- **Qualitative interviews**: We interviewed twenty-six design facilitators about their roles at the events.
- **Photographic storyboarding**: We sequenced photographs of the sixty facilitation tools we used during the events chronologically. Then we reflected upon each tool’s design intent, how it was used, and the effect it had had on the participants.
- **Data visualization**: Once we had defined several key design facilitation dimensions—after several rounds of iterations—we developed a model to visually overlap these three dimensions over each tool for facilitation.
- **Evaluation criteria**: We developed a set of criteria to evaluate the degree—high, medium, low, or no—to which a tool satisfies the definition of each dimension.

Figure 1. Analyzing both cases using a blend of photographic storyboarding and data visualization methods. These methods helped overlay key design facilitation dimensions by sequentially highlighting individual tools for facilitation in their context of use. Copyright © 2017 by TBC.
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We used these methods to cluster the tools by context and by the effect they had on participants. From these clusters, design facilitation patterns began to emerge. After sharing our reflections, we created a preliminary set of design facilitation dimensions. We then iterated upon these in relation to the photographic storyboards—our conversation with the materials of the situation. We further validated the refined dimensions during two workshops with designers and design researchers. Furthermore, the photographic storyboard and the evaluation criteria allowed us to overlap the intensity of the design facilitation dimensions of each individual tool sequentially over time.

Analysis

**Contextually Designed Facilitation Tools**

We identified three types of facilitation tools: readymade, templated, and contextually designed. Readymade facilitation tools are material components used in participatory design activities that lack specificity and are typically off-the-shelf products—sticky notes, big paper rolls, permanent markers, whiteboards, and flipcharts. Design facilitators mainly use these tools either to plan and analyze events, or spontaneously during events. Templated facilitation tools are also material components used in participatory design activities. Their predefined formats enable users to organize information in useful ways—business model canvases, service blueprints, or SWOT analyses, for example. Contextually designed facilitation tools are uniquely tailor-made activities—they are ultimate particulars that pay careful attention to the holistic orchestration of participants in time and space. The designers mainly made use of contextually designed facilitation tools in the large-scale events we studied. We have chosen to make contextually designed tools our focus in this article.

**Core and Designerly Facilitation Tools, and Their Characteristic Dimensions**

*Core facilitation* entails explicitly considering the participants attending the event and any operational and functional logistics. Without core facilitation tools in place—things like scheduling, site logistics, lists of invitees, and so on—designerly facilitation can rarely occur. For example, it would make no sense to discuss ways to enable participants to share diverse real-life stories during an event without first defining a clear intent for that event, allocating a suitable space, and fixing the number and type of participants. Once the facilitation core is secured, *designerly facilitation* tools can create contextual experiences, make use of the diverse human perspectives the participants bring along with them, and elicit participants’ creative potential. Core facilitation tools (PIF) have three dimensions: participatory (P), intentional (I), and functional (F). Designerly facilitation tools (HEC) have three dimensions: human-perspective (H), experiential (E), and creative (C) (Figure 2). In this study, we focus primarily on designerly facilitation tools, as these were the kind that the designer facilitators used in the cases we studied.
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The H dimension of designerly facilitation is concerned with exposing and valuing diverse human perspectives. Although they may seem similar, it differs from the P (participatory) dimension in PIF as it does not deal with the politics of whom to invite—it empathizes with the diversity of existing participants. The H dimension has its roots in human dignity as the pillar of human-centered design (HCD), and facilitators mediate human perspectives during design-related activities. To emphasize its systemic-relational nature, we refer to H as human-perspective dimension rather than human-centered.

The E dimension is about creating and using immersive, extraordinary, and multi-sensorial interactions that participants can see, feel, hear, taste, and smell. Such interactions may involve facilitation tools that deploy emotional experiences, humor, playfulness, symbols, metaphors, and surprises. These aesthetic experiences are culturally and socially sensitive, and designers are professionally trained to develop them.

Finally, the C dimension represents activities intended to inspire the kinds of abductive and lateral thinking needed to create novel design ideas and materials.

The HEC Analytical Model
Practicing a designerly approach towards facilitation means crafting immersive, multi-sensorial experiences that bring out the creative potential of diverse human perspectives. We developed an analytical model (Figure 3, right) that visualizes the degree to which a designerly facilitation tool covers each HEC dimension.
Degrees of HEC Dimension Coverage

Is the facilitation high in human-perspective-building qualities? Is it low in experiential attributes? Does it elicit a medium degree of creativity—or no creativity?

Because contextually designed facilitation tools can cover the HEC dimensions to varying degrees, to further define their qualities we developed a set of criteria designers can use to classify and describe the degree—high, medium, low, or no—to which the tool covers or elicits the qualities we associate with that dimension. Figure 4 details these criteria.
To illustrate, we have selected two HEC facilitation tools from each case study and applied the criteria to assess them (Figure 5). All four of these tools were contextually designed.28

*Group identity tattoos* were rub-on tattoos that each participant in a group received. This highly experiential tool facilitated identity formation among participants that were new to each other. This tool ranked low in human-perspective as it clustered participants into pre-defined themes that did not necessarily represent the diversity of the group. The creative dimension was not present, as this tool did not prompt participants to generate ideas nor any novel design material.

The *reflection room* was also a highly experiential tool that facilitated slow thinking and informal reflection. The reflection room immersed participants in an extraordinary, candlelit sensorial space dotted with comfortable beanbags for participants to nap on. The facilitator, dressed in a beautiful Japanese robe, invited participants to relax and close their eyes in a soft voice. As a facilitation tool, the reflective room was low in human-perspective qualities, as it did not prompt empathic insights. This tool also demanded little in the way of creativity, despite the calm yet structured post-relaxation reflection session (prompted by the facilitator) that generated rich, respectful dialogue.
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28 The *group identity tattoos* and *reflection room* tools were created for the Centre for Connected Care case, and the *superpowers* and *journey map* tools were created for the Guts to Change case.
The superpower tool helped participants get to know each other in a playful, informal way. Instead of their profession, participants were invited to invent a secret superpower and write it on their nametags. This tool represents the human-perspective dimension to a medium degree, as it encouraged participants to display their diversity and be empathic towards others. The superpower tool was low in experiential qualities—it used humor, playfulness, and the superpower metaphor to invite discussion about the participant’s intrinsic motivations and under-utilized skills. It was also low in creativity, as this tool did little to facilitate creative insights that led to new design material.

The journey map tool asked participants to think about an asylum seeker’s journey from multiple perspectives. This designerly facilitation tool represented both the human-perspective and creative dimensions to a medium extent. It asked participants to look at a very complex situation, over time, from the perspective of the person most affected by it—the asylum seeker. It also allowed participants to synthesize opportunity areas grounded in a more holistic understanding of the situation at hand. The journey map tool was not very experiential. We asked participants to map the journey on a large canvas that covered the whole table, and invited them to write down their insights in a horizontal, non-hierarchical way.
We have only described and analyzed the human, experiential, and creative dimensions of isolated tools up to this point. However, because facilitators use different tools during an event, we wanted to explore the flows of these dimensions—via the sequences of activities facilitated by the tools—during the various events we studied. Next, we will review a conceptual understanding of HEC dimensional flows.
The Flow of Design Facilitation

Plotting the human-perspective, experiential, and creative dimensions of an event’s contextually designed facilitation tools reveal the flow of design facilitation practice (Figure 6). Looking back on a particular event from the Guts to Change case, we identified an experiential rise at the beginning and end of the event, and two creative peaks. The initial intent was that the output from the first creative peak would serve as input for the second creative session. In reality, the timing did not allow for both tasks to be carried out, and proposing two creative activities in quick succession proved to be cognitively overwhelming. Most of the event facilitation we analyzed had a similar flow—they were high in experiential qualities at their start and finish. At the beginning of these events, experiential facilitation tools may have been used to create momentum among participants. And when events were close to finishing, experiential tools were likely used to support the participants’ collective memory and shared sense of accomplishment. We believe that plotting the dimensional flows of an event can provide facilitators with a useful, informative perspective on their planning. Visualizing the flow of design practice in terms of the three core and three designerly dimensions can help facilitators adapt, improve, or streamline the overall flow of an event in ways that foster emergent material.

Figure 5. A design facilitation flow can become visible by plotting the HEC designerly dimensions of each contextually designed facilitation tool sequentially. In this particular event, the design facilitation flow shows an experiential start and end and two creative peaks. Copyright © TBC

Discussion

The Emergent Practice of Facilitation

Let us return now to our central research question. From a service systems design perspective, how can designers facilitate participatory, multi-stakeholder sessions that support co-creative emergence among fellow participants? Design event facilitators act primarily as participatory orchestrators. They orchestrate diverse participants (P), intents (I), functions (F), human-perspectives (H), and experiences (E) in ways that they expect will stimulate co-creative emergence (C). They do this by designing specific facilitation tools. In terms of our earlier bird flocking metaphor, design facilitators are not just flying alongside fellow participants. Before they join the flock, they carefully anticipate the detailed patterns of the flock’s movements during the upcoming event. They also materialize their intent through
contextually designed facilitation tools. But during the event, the earlier intentions implicit in their pre-crafted facilitation tools meet the different interpretations of their fellow participants in real-time. This dynamic allows for the kind of emergent co-creation that characterizes systemic service design facilitation practice. Analyzing dimensional flows before or after events may offer designers a gateway into a deeper understanding of the emergent practice of facilitation, and, possibly, into emergence itself.

**Core and Designerly Dimensions: Planning and Evaluation**

Revealing how the core and designerly dimensions interrelate and play out over time during events may allow design facilitators to more effectively catalyze emergent material from interacting participants. After sharing and refining the qualities of these dimensions with senior designers from two notable Norwegian design agencies, one team used the PIF/HEC dimensions to inform a planning session. Here is how one team member described their use of the dimensions:

“[We used them] to rethink how to make [the event] slightly more experiential, and sense-check that ‘low to medium creativity’ was in fact what we wanted to achieve. However, we spent most of the sixty minutes tweaking the functional setup, and ensuring we had a realistic plan with a small number of rewarding tasks.”

These insights suggest that design facilitators can become better at orchestrating design events if they keep the core and designerly facilitation dimensions in mind before an event takes place. However, it is important to note that plotting HEC dimensions alone may mask other important facilitation considerations. The main contribution of our approach is that we have made the dimensions of design facilitation practice explicit, and provided an evaluative tool that can help design facilitators orchestrate events more deliberately.

**Future Research**

When examining more closely at the relationship between individual contextually designed facilitation tools and the flow of an entire design facilitation event, we realized that there could be similar degrees of designerly craft involved both at the micro-tool level and at the macro-event level. To understand the interdependencies between these levels, we have conceptualized a five-level typology (Figure 7). This typology relates tools (level 1), activities (level 2), event phase (level 3), event (level 4), and series of events (level 5). *Tools* are material components used in participatory design activities. *Activities* are individual and collective exercises that support an event phase. *Event phase* is the overarching theme of a series of activities. An *event* is an entire participatory session. A *series of events* is the sequence of multiple events over time.
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30 Livework Studio and Designit (Norway).
31 This quotation was taken from the feedback given by Anders Kjeseth-Valdersnes, who works at Livework Studio, Oslo.
Figure 6. The five-level typology that relates tool (level 1), activity (level 2), event phase (level 3), event (level 4), and series of events (level 5).

The typology itself requires further detail; more research is needed to understand better how the different levels of the typology interrelate, for example. We believe that more research is also necessary to understand better the spaces “in-between” events in a series—contextually designed facilitation tools could potentially be used to invite participants and sustain momentum among participants between events, for example—and across large-scale change processes more generally.

We argue that making these six key dimensions explicit will advance designers’ understanding of design facilitation practice. We also submit that making use of this awareness can contribute positively to the planning and orchestration of complex events.

Conclusion
Even though service designers are increasingly acting as design facilitators, design facilitation practices remain largely unexamined. This practice-based study focused on systemic service design facilitation and identified six key dimensions to event facilitation. These dimensions offer a new, more explicit perspective on design facilitation that captures the importance of contextually designed facilitation tools. Contextually designed tools are different from generic readymade and templated tools in that they are instances of the designer’s unique approach to facilitating emergence. After examining our experiences of complex participatory event facilitation, we proposed a new analytical model that makes design facilitation visible and accessible in a way that it has not been before. We indicate that visualizing event facilitation dimensional flows over time can enable designers to orchestrate complex events and series of events more efficiently, and plan for co-creative emergence among multiple stakeholders more deliberately. These findings position facilitation as a critical part of designers’ overall ability to address participatory and systemic processes of change.
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